
KAMA flumes prepared to be fixed in canalization systems:
sanitary and deposit-water

szeœciomiejscowy turbinowy samolot
dyspozycyjny  CA 7

    
  
  

    

 type             wide
KAMA-1          400mm         od 0 do   250m3/h        drains  > 1000mm, canal wide  . 400mm , colectors ( diameter)   100 do 400mm
KAMA 2          600mm         od 0 do   800m3/h        drainsi >  1200mm, canal wide  . 600mm , colectors( diameter)   100  do 600mm
KAMA 3         800mm         od  0 do 7200m3/h        drainsi >  1600mm, canal wide    800mm , colectors ( diameter)   100  do 800mm
KAMA euro   4000mm  od  0 do 60000m3/h           canal wide 400 to 4000mm ,   colectors      (diameter)     300   to 2500mm
  
   

             measurement range                                            posslibility of fixing in drains   

Flow masuring is  one of the most difficult measurements. Basic difficulty is that flow change much during a day. 
Good flume schould be able to measure flow amonunts of sewage at night when most of people do not use water
it should also measure flow during periods when it is very intense, for instance during torrential rain. Antother
problem are solid elements and sediments. All known flumes susch as Parshall’s or Venturie’s flumes do not
measure the zero flow,  they  have got narrow measurement range.
Our KAMA flumes measure the zero flow and are characterized by:
- wide measurement range
- exact measurement   and easy control of precisionon (on the contrary to elektromagnetic appliances)
- possibility of fixing flume in places that are characterized by big flow and  temporary sewage flow
- posisibility of fixing our flume KAMA 1 in a drain
- our flumes clean themselves and are also mechanically resistant 

In the picture on the left side we can see
hybride drain,bottom parts is made of PE
with fixed KAMA euro flume, upper part are 
concrete circles.
On the right side we can see rain water 
outlet chamber made fiberglas
with KAMA euro wide 2500mm.
Below also KAMA 1 flume fixed in drain 
made of PE, fixed in  concrete drain.
Measurement  range  : 0-150m3/h 

Advanages mentioned above are results of our thirty years experience in flow measuring. Aviation materials
used to build our flumes are also used by us build  KAMA planes, KAMA-turbo  or  seaplne  KAMA- hydro.
Special algorythm and signal treatment in Sm-01pH station resulted in practial measuring system, that don’t
have competition in flow measuring at all
Caution !!
Flume argorythm is a property of KAMA-eko   S.A, we have got also patent concerning its shape( P3558821) it is fully accredited
by Europian Union,register number OHIM 000988746-002.  Flumes are designed to cooperate with station Sm-01pH and Sm-03pH that
are produced by our company

  Group

KAMA flumes ( for special demand we can do flumes with different dimensions)

        We offer also KAMA-euro flume, its measurement range is    0-60  000m3/h
Thankfully to coperation with SZAGRU, company producing systems made of plastic such as collectors,dreins,seperators,
containers, we make our offer bigger, now it is possible to order measuring chambers and drains with Kama FLUMES.
Measuring  system is adapted to  individual condisions and type of occuring substances 
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                          Station SM-01pH  cooperating with KAMA- flumes 

Measured value display Data and time display 

         wire supplying the sensors with 24V DC

drain

Ultasonic sensor

flume KAMA

power supplay 
 230V 50Hz

                                   Monitoring station Sm-01pH is a connection of device measuring flow of water, pH meter, thermometr,sensors.
That sensors measure data such as:
- the amount of sludge
- the amount of sludge that have goot too hight pH
- the amount or sludge that have got too hight temperature or conduction
- time when any sensors is turned off.
Data are saved in day-period( day after day) or hour-period, installed memory lets to store data registered for  370 day and last 24hours.
Station has got integrated panel which can work with portable printer and mange data( four buttons). Whole system is equiped with
intelligent system of supervision - tzk  sensors,( detectors of flow direction).Station has got outputs 4-20mA that are appropirate to the flow
RS 485 or modbus  output to connect to the computer or GPRS apliannce that enable to transmit data to the Internet. Fulfilling 
special prodcedures  user may check the data saved in  station’s  memory  at any computer connected to the Internet

Sm-03pH station is supplied with 230V AC voltage
level and pH sensors are supplied with 24V DC
The longest allowed lenght of the wire to sensors
is 5000m. The wire can be burried in the ground 
or use air connection.
Level sensor is able to work between -20 Celsius
 and + 60 Celsius degrees, station  Sm-03pH 
between -25 Celsius degrees 
 and + 60  Celsius degrees 

Flow measurement is done in a  following way:
Kama flume is a resistance for flowing water.
Its appropirate shape causes that water dams up.
Dam is appropirate to how big the flow is. 
Value of the dam is measured with level sensor
and send to Sm-03 station where it is 
converted  into flow value by the algorythm.
Flow is expresed in m3/h at station’s display.
Values are saved in particular registrator’s
 memories 

KAMA flume and Sm-01pH station meet
 the demandings of:
- Europian Union EMC dyrective, they have got CE sign
- International Metrological Law Union, certain regulations
  are described in law OIMDL 11 or 
  patent nr P-3558821  and Europian Mark 
  OHIM nr 00988746-002

Contentment of our clients and prizes that we have managed to win are the evidences of quality of our products
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EMC & LVD

 Group eco KAMA 
 Service;
tel.+ 48(32) 356-32-48
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